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The Pineapple Thief - Magnolia
Tom: G

(Sorry I don't know the actual names of some of the chords)

G                 G           A    Em                Em
tududu dudu tuuu  tududu dudu tuuu  tududu dudu tuuu  tududu
dudu tuuu
G                 G           A    Em                Em
tududu dudu tuuu  tududu dudu tuuu  tududu dudu tuuu  tududu
dudu tuuu

G                    G           A      Em     Em
this is the shelter, they are sheltering you
G                  G    A   Em            Em
from what is buried, buried deep inside of you

  C        A  Em    A2   C       A   Em    A2
cause you gave everything you could you gave everything
       C      A   Em     A2   C     A        Em
you couldn't know what was about to tear it's self apart

C             B               Em                Em
so I find you under the cover of everything you loved so much
C             A                  Em        Em
so I find you under the cover of night
C                       B                     Em
Em
I thought I'd lost you I thought I'd lost you to everything
you've lost your broken heart
C                        A                  Em          Em

I'd thought I'd lost you under the cover of night

G                 G           A    Em                Em
tududu dudu tuuu  tududu dudu tuuu  tududu dudu tuuu  tududu
dudu tuuu
G                 G           A    Em                Em
A2
tududu dudu tuuu  dududu dudu tuuu  tududu dudu tuuu  tududu
dudu tuuu

C    A  Em    A2                    (x5)
you gave everything you could

C    A   Em    A2
you gave everything
       C      A   Em     A2   C     A        (this time skip
Em & go right into chorus)
you couldn't know what was about to tear it's self apart

C             B               Em                Em
so I find you under the cover of everything you loved so much
C             A                  Em        Em
so I find you under the cover of night
C                       B                     Em
Em
I thought I'd lost you I thought I'd lost you to everything
you've loved your broken heart
C                        A                  Em          Em
I'd thought I'd lost you under the cover of night
C                        A
I'd thought I'd lost you under the cover

Acordes


